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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings
Methodology: away fans
Methodology: spend forecasting and calculation by category
Methodology: spend calculation by brand
Matchday impact on sports properties’ profits
More than 900,000 fans travel annually to attend continental matches
Recurring travelling fans are vital for local travel companies
Madrid 2019: capital of global football
COVID-19 impact on sport and travel industries

VISITING FANS’ SPEND IN WESTERN EUROPE

Different paces for return to pre-COVID-19 levels in Western Europe
UK teams have the highest attendance figures in Western Europe
Spain records the highest inbound spend in Western Europe
Sport remains important for lodging despite hard hit from missing fans
Low-cost carriers looking forward to venues reopening to bounce back
Western Europe: key takeaways

VISITING FANS’ SPEND IN EASTERN EUROPE

COVID-19 impact on key markets in Eastern Europe
Russia tops ranks across all matchday metrics in Eastern Europe
Croatia records the highest inbound economic spend in Eastern Europe
Lodging brands waiting to welcome back sports fans
Differences in regulations hinder rapid rebound of low-cost carriers
Eastern Europe: key takeaways

VISITING FANS’ SPEND IN LATIN AMERICA

COVID-19 impact on key geographies in Latin America
Brazil and Argentina top Latin American matchday metrics
Significant inbound fans spend divide between countries Latin America
Football’s allure in Latin America key for regional recovery
Fans on the lookout for health measures and ticketing policies
Latin America: key takeaways

VISITING FANS’ SPEND IN ASIA PACIFIC AND MIDDLE EAST

COVID-19 impact on key geographies in Asia Pacific and Middle East
Fragmentation across matchday metrics in Asia Pacific and Middle East
Middle Eastern countries record the highest inbound spend in Asia
Relaxation of local restrictions yet to bring back visiting fans
Limitations on routes could slow down recovery in Asia
Asia Pacific and Middle East: key takeaways

POST-COVID-19 OUTLOOK OF TRAVEL INDUSTRY

Global arrivals continue to tumble
Digital readiness essential to mitigate future disruptions
The emergence of new consumer attitudes
Expedia in a new partnership deal with Liverpool FC

POST-COVID-19 OUTLOOK OF SPORTS INDUSTRY

The future of sports live attendance: what to expect?
The challenges of overcoming the fear factor
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COVID-19 exacerbates existing problems
Short and long-term economic impact of COVID-19 on sponsorships deals
Evolving sports fan behaviour

CONCLUSION

Key takeaways

APPENDIX

Appendix (1)
Appendix (2)

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/football-tourism-after-coronavirus/report.


